INC newsletter October 2016

Read up on all the events, publications, calls and more:

- Deep Pockets #1 Spate: A Navigational Theory of Networks
- MoneyLab #3 Ticket Offer
- New Longform by Agnieszka Zimolag
- Publication Intern Wanted
- Internet Festival in Pisa
- INC Recommends

15% Discount for MoneyLab #3

For the month of October friends of INC can claim a 15% discount on tickets for MoneyLab #3 Failing Better using the special offer code MLattendees15

Make sure to check out newest additions to the program featuturing workshops by Ruth Catlow & Ben Vickers, NetHood, Baltan Laboratories, Bitcoin Wednesday, Dmytri Kleiner & Baruch Gottlieb (Telekommunisten) and The Accountability Institute.

To claim your 15% discount use the

Spate: A Navigational Theory of Networks

We couldn't have been more happy to start the new Deep Pockets series with the highly artistic, creative, and jubilant work of Eduardo Navas.

Spate is an experimental, funny and deep reflection on networked media. It is composed with tweets written by the author over an extended period of time and repurposed into a text which studies media processes such as flowing, searching and trending and at the same time is a flow, a search, an illustration of trend.

Have it printed, downloaded, and
**New Longform from Agnieszka Zimolag**

**A Dream of an Algorithm**

The latest longform by Agnieszka Zimolag glides through the emotional immersion of always on connectivity and reflects on how communication technologies manifest into personal identities. This essay courageously incorporates the emotional upheaval from continuously updating and chasing our optimum self whilst grounding an articulate position on the image and the self in the age of networked identities.

Find it [here](#).
Geert in Pisa for Internet Festival

Last week Geert Lovink spoke at the Internet Festival in Pisa to launch the latest translation of his new book *Social Media Abyss*. As well as book signing Geert also participated in a discussion with Donatella Della Ratta about forming alternative strategies for engaging with and approaching internet culture. A English translation of his interview in *La Republica* is available [here](#).

- **The Gig is Up** - *Cloud Labour Night* | 27 October 2016 - featuring Geert Lovink, Sebastian Olma, Constanze Kurz & Max Dovey

- **TACIT FUTURES** | 27/28 October 2016 - Towards the Democratic Control of Movement featuring Workshops, Talks, Performances & Cooking


Read up on INC related subjects and order your free copies of our publications [here](#).